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Abstract
Materials scientists and nano-technologists are struggling
with the challenge of managing the large volumes of multivariate, multidimensional and mixed-media data sets being generated from the experimental, characterisation, testing and post-processing steps associated with their search
for new materials. In addition, they need to access large
publicly available databases containing: crystallographic
structure data; thermodynamic data; phase stability data
and ionic conduction data. Materials scientists are demanding data integration tools to enable them to search across
these disparate databases and to correlate their experimental data with the public databases, in order to identify new
fertile areas for searching. Systematic data integration and
analysis tools are required to generate targeted experimental programs that reduce duplication of costly compound
preparation, testing and characterisation. This paper presents MatOnto – an extensible ontology, based on the
DOLCE upper ontology, that aims to represent structured
knowledge about materials, their structure and properties
and the processing steps involved in their composition and
engineering. The primary aim of MatOnto is to provide a
common, extensible model for the exchange, re-use and integration of materials science data and experimentation.

Introduction and Objectives
The advent of high-throughput, combinatorial and robotic
laboratory instruments, atomic resolution microscopes
and high speed modelling and simulation software tools is
triggering an explosive growth in the magnitude and
complexity of materials data. Materials science data
ranges from complex compound preparation and processing workflows, to spectrographic analyses, 2D nano-scale
microscopy images, textual publications, numerical data,
animations, 3D crystallographic structures and complex
phase diagrams.
Materials informatics is emerging as a new discipline
addressing the issues of data management, curation, integration and analysis that are challenging materials scientists. Materials informatics is defined as the high speed
robust acquisition, management, analysis and dissemination of diverse materials data. Materials data access, acquisition, interoperability and curation were recently iden-

tified as critical cyberinfrastructure imperatives for the
materials science community [1, 2].
Critical requirements include: persistent unique identifiers for materials science resources; metadata standards
for describing samples, processes, properties; common
semantic models/ontologies to enable mapping between
database schemas, information integration and semantic
interoperability; laboratory information and provenance
capture systems that capture the processes both in the
laboratory as well as in the post-processing of the data.
Semantic Web technologies are essential to addressing
these issues, and the development of Materials Ontology
(MatOnto) is a significant step towards an integrated solution.
Ontologies provide rich machine-processable semantic
descriptions; formal definitions of domains by defining
classes, properties and relationships between them in Web
Ontology Language (OWL); and a basis to enable reasoning and deduction of new information. Ontologies enable
semantic interoperability between resources, services, databases, and devices via inter-related knowledge structures.
The remainder of this paper describes the MatOnto ontology, which aims to:
• Provide an extensible framework that encapsulates the
top level structured knowledge of materials science;
• Enable integration of and mapping between disparate
databases within the materials science domain;
• Enable the modelling and capture of precise provenance
data in both the digital and physical domains. This is
essential to enable verification, validation, comparison
and re-use of experimental results;
• Enable the inferencing and extraction of new knowledge in the materials science domain, through the application of SWRL rules and a reasoning engine.

Example Scenario
At the University of Qld, we are working with fuel cell
scientists who are searching for novel oxygen ion conducting materials that can operate more efficiently at
lower temperatures for longer durations. The electrolyte

compound must have oxygen conductivities > 10-1 Scm-1
and mechanical and chemical stability at elevated temperatures (500 °C). Based on past experience and intuitive
knowledge, fuel cell scientists want rapid answers to queries such as: “Give me compounds that contain tungstenoxygen-X (where X is a different cation), with bond
lengths between Y and Z nm, with large anomalies and
anisotropy in the positional parameters of oxygen, with
bond angles between J° and K° and which are stable below 500 °C. Figure 1 below illustrates the scientific
workflow and methodology for this research project.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of overall project
structure and components
To answer such queries, scientists currently have to
manually search, retrieve, process and correlate data from
a number of related but disparate databases including: the
Inorganic Crystal Database (ICSD) [3]; the thermodynamic FactSage database [4]; the Ionic Radii Database
[5]; and NIST Phase Equilibria Diagrams database [6].
One of the greatest hurdles to this process is that the
search interfaces, metadata terms, data structures, formats
and metrics are inconsistent across these databases. For
example, temperature factors can be represented in three
different formats (Isotropic Temperature Factor (ITF),
temperature factor () and the mean square amplitude of
vibration (U)). Sophisticated database integration and
mining tools are required so fuel cell scientists can more
easily retrieve answers to such queries. Fast and intelligent tools are required to seamlessly interrogate, retrieve,
integrate and present data so users can iteratively hone in
on areas of interest. XML schemas (e.g., the Materials
Markup Language MatML [7]) can specify the data structures and formats within each database. However, machine-processable ontologies are required to provide the
semantic mappings between related terms and to dynamically pre-process, integrate, correlate and reason across
data retrieved from the disparate databases.

Related Work
There have been a number of independent efforts in ontology development within the materials science community. These prior efforts have focussed on: 1) developing
ontologies for data integration; 2) extracting knowledge
from text; 3) a cross-disciplinary classification scheme for
nanoscale research; and 4) demonstrating ontology development based on object-oriented database schemas.
Ashino et al [8] presents an ontology for the material
selection process, that aims to integrate material properties such as the creep property, with materials databases
via a standardized XML schema. Second, The PLINIUS
ontology [9] was designed specifically for the domain of
ceramic materials and was aimed at semi-automatic
knowledge extraction from texts. Tanaka [10] presents a
meta-level ontology as a multi-disciplinary classification
scheme within Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. Finally,
Ono et al. [11] argues that a set of object-oriented classes
in a domain provides an ideal framework for ontology development due to the high similarity between the specifications of an ontology and an object-oriented system.
Ashino’s and PLINIUS’s ontologies focus on the details of specific sub-disciplines within materials science
while Tanaka provides a coarse classification of subdisciplines within nanoscale research. All of them fail to
mention the importance of extensibility of their ontologies. In contrast, MatOnto has been developed as a highlevel materials science ontology in order to address this
issue. As a result of this design, MatOnto provides a platform for integration of existing or emerging subdisciplinary ontologies within materials science domain. It
also provides a platform for linking to relevant crossdisciplinary data e.g., bio-materials.
Ashino’s and Tanaka’s ontologies are primarily extracted from materials data standards or prestigious data
sources. While Ono’s proposed phase diagram ontology
includes reinvented terms for new concepts. The
PLINIUS ontology develops complex concepts based on
atomic concepts and construction rules. The PLINIUS approach may work within a limited scope of a problem
domain, but it is doubtful that such an approach will satisfactorily capture every term within the materials science
domain accurately. Consequently, we chose to develop
MatOnto by merging Ashino’s and Tanaka’s approaches
with DOLCE – and also calling on existing XML standards such as MatML [7].

MatOnto Development
MatOnto’s design principles are to provide an ontology
that: 1) is based on an upper ontology, an advanced
knowledge representation system, that is a library of
richly structured and well-understood abstract data types
and structural organizational principles, which make the
technical aspects of ontology construction easier and
more reliable [12]; 2) leverages existing peer-reviewed
ontologies or vocabularies developed through community

consensus; 3) enables integration of those high priority
databases identified by our fuel cell collaborators. Below
we describe the six steps in the process of developing the
MatOnto ontology.
Firstly, we decided to use DOLCE [13] the upper ontology developed by the Laboratory for Applied Ontology
(LOA), as the upper basis for MatOnto. DOLCE stems
from the Entity root class. Entity has three subclasses: Endurant, Perdurant and Abstract, from which we define
MatOnto subclasses.
Secondly we leveraged a number of existing peerreviewed ontologies and a classification system: Ontolingua’s Standard Units and Dimensions [14]; the Joint Academic Classification of Subjects (JACS) [15] ; W3C’s
Time Ontology in OWL [16]; and AIFB’s Semantic Web
for Research Communities (SWRC) ontology [17] .
Thirdly, we extended EXPO [18] an ontology for describing scientific experiments with the ABC Metadata
Ontology [19] in order to enrich EXPO with the concepts
of events and processes. EXPO is primarily a taxonomy
of scientific experiments, while the ABC Ontology models events in both the physical domain and a digital object’s lifecycle.
Fourthly, we developed the top-level ontology for materials science according to [20] and [21], beginning with
class matonto:Material, which is linked to jacs:Materials
Science of the Joint Academic Classification of Subjects.
Figures 2 and 3 represent the complete top-level view
of MatOnto - the classes with prefix dolce are from
DOLCE. Figure 2 also shows the use of classes (with prefixes ontolingua, swrc and w3c respectively) from existing peer-reviewed ontologies [14,16,17]. Figure 3 illustrates the use of classes from JACS (those with prefix
jacs) and EXPO [18] (prefix expo), and the root class of
our MatOnto ontology – matonto:Material.
Figure 4 demonstrates the merging of classes from the
EXPO and ABC ontology. While Figure 5 demonstrates
the properties and relationships of the core class
expo:Scientific Activity which has been extended using
MatOnto classes to model materials science experiments.

Figure 2: MatOnto’s top-level Classes

Figure 3: Materials Science Extensions to the Top-level
Classes

Figure 4: The merged EXPO and ABC ont o l o g i e s

Figure 5: The view stemming from
the Scientific Activity Class

We identified five core properties associated with matonto:Material:
1) matonto:Property – the materials properties shown in
Figure 6;
2) matonto:Family – the materials classification shown in
Figure 7;
3) matonto:Process – the materials manufacturing and
measurement processes shown in Figure 8;
4) matonto:Structure – the materials’ structure, also
shown in Figure 8; and
5) matonto:Measurement – the data resulting from measurement or characterisation process shown in Figure 9.
We have drilled down to certain levels and structured
the associated concepts in a logical way.

Figure 10: Crystalline Structure Ontology - ionic data and
crystal systems

Figure 6: Materials Property

Figure 11: Crystalline Structure Ontology - crystallographic
properties

Figure 7: Materials Family

Finally we developed a Scientific-Data ontology to describe the different types of numerical and multimedia
data. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the complete high-level
view of the MatOnto Scientific-Data ontology.

Figure 8: Materials Processes and Struct u r e s

Figure 12: Scientific-Data Ontology - numerical data

Figure 9 Materials Measurement Data

Fifthly, we developed a sub-disciplinary ontology describing the concepts associated with crystalline structures according to Crystallographic Information Framework [22]
and subsumed it under the class matonto:Crystalline,
which is a sub-class of matonto:Structure.
Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the complete top-level
view of the Crystalline Structure Ontology.

Figure 13: Scientific-Data Ontology - multi-media data

Linking of all of these sub-ontologies via their common
classes generates the complete MatOnto ontology.

Discussion
Achievements
MatOnto satisfies the objectives outlined in the Introduction and Objectives section. It enables integration of existing related sub-disciplinary and relevant ontologies
through the top level materials science classes shown in
Figures 6 to 9. The Crystalline Structure Ontology shown
in Figures 10 and 11 enables the integration of and mapping between, the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database
(ICSD) [3] and Ionic Radii databases [5]. The extended
EXPO Ontology shown in Figures 4 and 5 enables the
capture of precise provenance data and the inferencing of
new knowledge (e.g., relationships between nodes that are
not explicitly related). This aspect is used to automatically
infer coarse-grained views of the scientific methodology
from fine grained provenance trails, for publication or
elearning purposes [25].

Ontological Assessment
MatOnto’s quality has been assessed based on Gruber’s
five criteria [23]: clarity, coherence, extendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment
- with satisfactory results. First, MatOnto possesses clarity
because its vocabulary is sourced from peer-reviewed ontologies and existing standardized taxonomies. Secondly,
MatOnto does not have incoherency issues because no
concepts are derived via inferencing. Thirdly, MatOnto is
extensible because DOLCE together with JACS provide a
proven platform for integrating disciplinary ontologies.
The high-level materials science ontology provides a platform for integrating sub-disciplinary ontologies within
materials science domain, e.g. the Crystalline Structure
Ontology. Fourthly MatOnto has no encoding bias because it is free of implementation details. Finally MatOnto
has low ontological commitment because we have reused
existing peer-reviewed ontologies and extended them
based on standardized vocabularies.

Evaluation
We have represented MatOnto in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and we are in the process of evaluating it
through its application within three software tools that we
have developed and that are being user tested by our materials science collaborators: 1) a federated ontologybased search interface that enables materials scientists to
search, retrieve and integrate data from the ICSD, Ionic
Radii and Phase Diagrams database; 2) a scientific
workflow system [24] that collects scientific results with
provenance data during a fuel-cell manufacturing process,
3) SCOPE [25] a Scientific Compound Object Publishing
and Editing tool that generates OAI-ORE [26] compliant
compound objects. This tool enables the visualization and
exploration of provenance trails by expanding or collapsing links between nodes in the scientific workflow. A set
of SWRL rules are being developed, specifically for materials science, that can be executed using the Pellet reason-

ing engine [27], to infer new implicit relationships and
knowledge from explicit data. Inferencing is applicable to
a number of aspects of materials science, including:
• Inferring relationships between processing parameters
and structure
• Inferring relationships between structure and properties
or behaviour
• Inferring structural features from automatic image
analysis of microscopy images
• Inferring coarse grained views of provenance from finegrained provenance trails.
We plan to further explore the application of semantic
inferencing to knowledge extraction from materials science data, in the near future.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have described MatOnto - an ontological
framework that encapsulates the knowledge structure of
materials science and that can be easily extended to integrate with related ontologies. MatOnto enables materials
scientists to search, retrieve and integrate data from heterogeneous and disparate data sources, based on a common set of ontological terms. It also enables the capture of
processing steps and provenance information both within
the laboratory as well as within the computing environment. This enables the repeatability, exchange, comparison and re-use of experimental results. The MatOnto ontology also provides the potential for inferencing and extraction of new knowledge using SWRL rules defined by
domain experts (e.g., fuel cell scientists) and a reasoning
engine (e.g., Pellet). MatOnto provides an essential and
fundamental component of the cyberinfrastructure requirements of the materials science community.
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